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This incredibly handy and concise guide includes reviews and recommendations for what to read next for over 700 titles. The titles included cover a wide variety of genres—both fiction and non-fiction—and is not limited to the most recent popular titles: *Anna Karenina* and *Great Expectations* are included right along with *Artemis Fowl* and *Twilight*. Each title has a blurb from an author, teacher, librarian or reader; an indication of the appropriate age group for the title; and a small "Next?" section which not only suggests other titles readers might enjoy but also indicates how it is similar to the title in question.

Interspersed throughout the book are longer discussions of genres and the results of various polls (character you would most like to be, books you would like made into films, and books that scared you most, to name a few). It is an invaluable source for teachers, parents and librarians helping teenagers. More willing and ambitious readers will pick this one up themselves to browse through, so make sure it is not hidden away among the reference books.
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